COLDFIRE INFORMATION
Coldfire is a unique wetting agent that is Environmentally Friendly and is a listed Fire
Extinguishing agent. When applied to a fire it breaks the chemical chain reaction that
occurs.
It is not foam, which works by blanketing a fire. This is a very inefficient way to extinguish a
fire and increases the risk of reflash!
For fire to be created, three components are required: Fuel, Oxygen and Heat. This is
called the Fire Triangle. Unlike most fire extinguishers, Coldfire has the ability to break
down all three legs of the Fire Triangle. It is considered to have a penetrating capability 6
times greater that water, coupled with its extraordinary ability to absorb heat bringing the
fuel source under its flash point much faster.
When the coldfire is sprayed on to hot headers, it creates steam that sucks the oxygen
away from the fuel source of the fire.
Coldfire is also a non-toxic and non-corrosive agent. It can be washed up with water
without harming the paint of the car or the driver.
For use on the following class fires
Class A: Wood, tyres, forest, structures, textiles etc
Class B: Vehicles, oil, gasoline, diesel, alcohol.
Class D: Metals, such as magnesium, aluminium & titanium
We have a diagram of accepted installations on the following pages.
We recommend the use of the loop system, but either install will work as efficiently as the
other. Please contact us if you have any questions.

COLDFIRE SERVICING
We highly recommend that the bottles are checked and serviced regularly. This will ensure
that you will not encounter any problems with the system when you need it the most.
Always check and test lines and nozzles with compressed air to be certain that there are
no obstructions or dirt in line.
Fire bottles do not have an unlimited life. The seal on the burst disc does harden with time,
which can lead to a bottle loosing its charge.
The bottle should be checked every two years as stamped on the date tag of the bottle.
Please return to us to organise a service.
The service will consist of:
* Check Bottle Integrity
* New Coldfire Liquid
* Gauge and O-rings
* Weight Confirmed
* Gauge Accuracy Check * New Date Labels

* New Burst Disc
* Bottle Pressurised
* New SFI Tags

Bottles are Discharge and Refilled to SFI spec 17.1

